Since 1995, the Performance and Dependability Symposium (PDS) has been a high-quality international forum for researchers and practitioners to report on the state-of-the-art of the evaluation of the impact of faults on the operation and performance of computer and communication systems. Where in the early years of PDS the considered faults were typically accidental (hardware failures, software bugs, operator errors), in recent years intentional and malicious faults and attacks have become a major concern as well. This trend is further reinforced in this year's PDS program.
PDS continues its tradition of being a high-quality conference bridging the gap between new developments from a methodological point of view, and the application thereof in the evaluation of a system in terms of its performance and dependability (both seen in a broad sense). In this tradition, PDS serves the need of both academia and industry. This year's program presents therefore a mixture of methodological, algorithmic and architectural papers and experience reports, always with an element of quantification, either model-based or experimental.
Upon the call for papers, we received close to 100 full-paper submissions. Each submitted paper was reviewed by at least 3 PC members and at least one external expert reviewer. At the plenary PC meeting, hosted by Imperial College in London, Feb. 9 and 10, 2006, the 23 papers you find in the PDS section of these proceedings were selected. As many as 25 PC members took part in this plenary meeting. The selection process has been very competitive, and we thank all authors for submitting their papers for consideration in the PDS program.
I am very proud to be able to present this strong PDS conference program to you. It is, of course, only made possible through the help of the scientific community and the local organizers in Philadelphia. I thank all the PC members for their enormous efforts and their time and travel invested in participating in the PC meeting. I sincerely thank all the external reviewers for their assistance in creating the quality program. I am especially indebted to William Knottenbelt for organizing the PC meeting, subsidizing tea and lunch breaks, and using his personal rebate coupons for supporting the exquisite conference dinner. Thanks very much, Will.
The general support the PC chair obtained through the DSN Steering Committee Chair Jay Lala, the DSN General Chair Chandra Kintala, the Conference Coordinator David Taylor, as well as from the PDS Steering Committee Cochairs Ravi Iyer and Kishor Trivedi was very much appreciated. The cooperation with DCCS Program Chair Lorenzo Alvisi was stimulating and effective, and will hopefully have a lasting positive influence on DSN. I thank Rich Gerber for hosting the START conference system and proactively dealing with a possible emergency situation. Finally, I thank all of you for being here in Philadelphia, and for making PDS a successful and enjoyable symposium. 
